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Latest news on activities within AIB and its members: get an over-
view on activities to recruit new members and read in brief about 
the AIB Hub-upgrade to accept only transfers of certificates which 
have data in the fields that are defined as mandatory in EECS: 
transfers containing any certificates without mandatory data will 
be rejected! 

Italy’s new EECS registry goes live! Starting from June 2013 Italian 
operators are able to have both GOs and RECS issued according 
to the EECS standard. Read more on page 8 

Annual  
Report
2012

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

Switzerland’s strategy towards a renewable future
The third General Meeting of the AIB this year was held in Geneva, 
this gave the Swiss the opportunity to present some information 
on the Swiss Energy Strategy 2050 which Switzerland is about to 
implement. ‘Visit’ Switzerland succeeded in having almost 100% of 
the Swiss electricity production registered in the Swissgrid database. 
Learn how Switzerland has implemented almost all recommendations 
proposed by the EU-supported RE-DISS project.

AIB Internals – Working Group External A!airs 
Keep updated on the AIB teamwork: the second in a series of inter-
views with the chairs of the AIB Working Groups that are an essential 
part of a well-functioning Association.

RE-DISS II
The RE-DISS II project started in April 2013 and terminates in October 
2015. The project aims to provide many important results for all com-
petent authorities in charge of disclosure or guarantees of origin.

One core objective of the project is to support and spur exchanges of 
views between competent authorities on what are the best practices 

Newsflash

for a sound implementation of disclosure and guarantees of origin. 
To this end, on the 26 September, the RE-DISS II project organised 
its first “Domain Workshop”, which is in fact the 7th of the kind as 
6 workshops were held under RE-DISS I. Find out more about new 
laws or regulations on disclosure or GOs in several countries and 
discussions on residual mixes calculated within RE-DISS.

GPM-conference
The Conference on Green Power Markets took place in Geneva on 
10/11 October 2013, co-located to the AIB GM. AIB was one of the 
co-operation partners and added a di!erent perspective to the field 
of RES, policies and markets. This issue also contains an interview on 
the conference with the GPM-conference program managers.

Value added to the Guarantees of Origin, TÜV SÜD 
generation EE
Each EECS certificate identifies the Independent Criteria Schemes 
(ICS) under which it qualifies. These schemes are operated by 
organisations that are independent of AIB, and identify energy that 
complies with a specific set of criteria. The column dedicated to these 
organisations gives TÜV Süd the opportunity to present their labels.
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Statistics 
The latest activity statistics, showing continued growth in the 
market.

http://www.aib-net.org/portal/page/portal/AIB_HOME/NEWSEVENTS/Annual_reports
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Switzerland’s strategy towards a renewable future

On October 8th and 9th 2013 the AIB General 
Meeting was held in Geneva, Switzerland, followed 
by the 8th Conference on Green Power Markets.

SWISSGRID
Swissgrid is the Transmission System Operator 
(TSO) and the sole competent Issuing Body for 
Guarantees of Origin in Switzerland. Swissgrid 
has been accredited for this task by the Swiss 
Accreditation Service SAS. The Swiss Federal O"ce 
of Energy is the o"cial authority for the supervi-
sion of issuing Guarantees of Origin for electric-
ity as well as for the supervision of electricity 
disclosure in Switzerland. The legal basis is given 
by article 5a of the Federal Law on Energy as well 
as the Ordinance on Energy and the Ordinance on 
Guarantees of Origin. In addition Swissgrid oper-
ates the ICS RECS scheme for Switzerland.
Switzerland has been a member of the AIB since 
2002. As an active member Swissgrid is repre-
sented within the AIB by Lukas Groebke, Treasurer 
and Member of the Board and Milada Mehinovic, 
Member of the Working Group External A!airs.

Swiss Energy Strategy
While still negotiating with the European Union 
on an energy agreement, Switzerland is about to 
implement the energy strategy 2050, which was 
announced in 2011 after the Fukushima disaster. 
According to this strategy, Switzerland will shut 
down all its nuclear power plants by 2035 and 
replace the missing production with electric-
ity from renewable energy sources by 2050. Two 
important elements of this strategy are the Swiss 
feed in tari! system, which will be extended and 

the Guarantee of Origin system bringing aware-
ness and transparency to the electricity consumers.

News regarding the national issuing body 
As of 2013 plant operators are legally obliged to 
register the whole electricity production from 
plants with an installed capacity higher than 30kW 

Wind Power Plant ‘Griess’: Europe’s highest wind turbine – 2,465 meters above sea level.  

(all technologies) in the Swiss Guarantee of Origin 
system. Therefore almost 100% of the Swiss 
electricity production is registered in the Swissgrid 
database. On the supply side, suppliers must use all 
available national and international Guarantees of 
Origin for disclosure purposes, in order to bring a 
maximum of transparency to the end consumers. 

In addition all supplier mixes have to be  
published on a common website once a year  
(www.stromkennzeichnung.ch). With this regula-
tion, Switzerland has implemented almost all 
recommendations proposed by the EU-supported 
RE-DISS project (Reliable disclosure system for 
Europe).

http://www.stromkennzeichnung.ch
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AIB Internals – Working Group External Affairs

The following text is the second in a series of interviews with all 
AIB-Working Groups, each dedicated to a different Working Group 
that forms basis of a well-functioning Association.

Claudia, could you tell me more about you and the Working Group 
External A!airs (WGEA) that you are chairing?

Yes, of course I would like to give an introduction. My name is 
Claudia Delmirani and I am the chairperson of this Working Group 
which covers all issues on ‘public relation’, with the support from 
Andrea E"nger (assistant to Secretary General of AIB) who is the 
deputy chairperson. At GSE I am mainly organizing international 
events, seminaries and meetings which involve GSE as its central role 
is in developing renewable energies in Italy. 
My major skills are based on the experiences gained from the 

International Activities Unit as External 
Relation expert and the Events 

Organization both from the super-
vising and the contents’ side.

Gestore dei Servizi Energetici 
Spa – GSE is the state-owned 
company which promotes 
and supports renewable 
energy sources (RES) in Italy.
In particular, GSE fosters 
sustainable development 
by providing support to 
renewable electricity (RES-E) 
generation and by taking 
actions to build awareness 
of environmentally-e"cient 
energy uses.

Andrea’s skills are organizing and communication, she is responsible 
for visible documentation, e.g. the AIB Annual Report and minutes of 
meetings. With Andrea we have someone in the group who is always 
on track with ‘what to do, by whom and when’. Two other members 
are active in WGEA since this year, and also Phil Moody as Secretary 
General is a major and reliable support to this group. The team meets 
four times a year in connection with the General Meetings; and we 
also talk together on the phone depending on the workload, often 
teleconferences are held monthly. The main task of WGEA is to make 
sure that the AIB is visible in the public. Website, Annual Report and 
the AIB-newsletters keep us busy. Main and important task is also 
to recruit new EECS-members to keep AIB growing. Often we are 
involved in optimizing the processes, e.g. improve documents for 
‘How to join the AIB?’ or the communication between governments 
and market parties. 

What are the highlights of 2012 and 2013 and how do AIB-members 
benefit from this work?

Focus of the WGEA in 2012 was to conclude the process of defining 
a new image for the AIB by completing the task of redrafting the web-
site. The new designed website has a much more modern layout and 
the structure for the members’ section is still very comprehensive but 
better organized.
2012 was the 10 year anniversary of the AIB, and the workgroup – 
assisted by Grexel – organised a celebratory event in Helsinki. Further 
work items included updating the Joiners’ Brochure, and a project 
called “Greening the AIB”, which involved such issues as carbon o!-
setting for travel and energy use, and the continued use of environ-
mentally-friendly printing of the Annual Report. “Greening the AIB” 
is still an ongoing process in 2013, all flights to the GMs got a carbon 
o!set and the website as one main communication tool is electrically 
green (see newsletter issue 18 , issue 1 of 2013).

To give an example on how WGEA is related to the work of other 
Working Groups of the AIB: WGIA redrafted the criteria for the 
acceptance of Independent Criteria Schemes (ICS) used for adding 
labels such as TÜV Süd, EKOEnergy, OK Power or Naturemade, on 
a regular guarantee of origin. Now you can see on the AIB website 
a section where these ICS introduce themselves (http://www.aib-net.
org/ICS_Certificates). 
It is not only AIB-members who benefit from the work of WGEA; as 
a team for public relation we aim to support potential members and 
Hub-users too.

What are the most important tasks to be done in the near future?

AIB (mainly WGIA) did a great job by implementing new EECS-rules 
with comprehensive enhancements. Now it is WGEA’s turn to develop 
a survey with the purpose of gaining better understanding of possible 
problems which members may encounter in connection with EECS.
From the beginning WGEA was headed at the best by Diane Lescot 
from Obser’ER, at the moment the group is facing the fact of its tiny 
number of members. We aim to increase the impact and visibility of 
the AIB as the Association provides a knowledge centre for energy 
certificate authorities across Europe, providing and sharing advice 
and guidance.
Working Group External A!airs would like to take the opportunity of 
this article to publicly express all its gratitude to Diane Lescot for her 
outstanding work, our goal is to continue on her track. 

In case you are interested in joining the WGEA (as AIB-member); 
please feel free to contact Claudia Delmirani or Andrea E"nger.

Andrea and Claudia had a fruitful discussion on these three questions 
and look forward to the next months of co-operation and advancement 
of"WGEA.

http://www.aib-net.org/portal/page/portal/AIB_HOME/CERTIFICATION/Types_certificate/ICS_Certificates
http://www.aib-net.org/portal/page/portal/AIB_HOME/CERTIFICATION/Types_certificate/ICS_Certificates
mailto:claudia.delmirani%40gse.it?subject=AIB%20Newsletter
mailto:andrea%40aib-net.org?subject=AIB%20Newsletter
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RE-DISS II 7th Domain Workshop

The RE-DISS project, on which this newsletter 
regularly gives an update (cf newsletter 17, issue 2 
of 2012), continues with a phase II. RE-DISS II has 
started in April 2013 and will terminate in October 
2015. In the meantime, the project aims to provide 
many important results for all competent authori-
ties in charge of disclosure or guarantees of origin 
(cf RE-DISS II first newsletter (http://www.reliable-
disclosure.org/documents/). The project team 
has already released the figures for the national 
residual mixes of the EU28 member states and NO 
and CH (downloadable from the same webpage).

One core objective of the project is to support 
and spur exchanges of views between compe-
tent authorities on what are the best practices 
for a sound implementation of disclosure and 
guarantees of origin. To this end, on the 26th of 
September, the RE-DISS II project organised its 
first “Domain Workshop”, which is in fact the 7th of 
the kind (6#such meetings were organised in the 
first phase of RE-DISS). 

The meeting gathered representatives from 
18#Competent Authorities, coming from 14#dif-
ferent Domains. It is to be noted that the 28th 
European Member State, Croatia, was repre-
sented to the meeting. From the Croatian Energy 
Regulatory Agency, Zlatko Zmijarevi$ declared 
that “Until recently, apart from our feed-in system, 
there was neither tracking nor disclosure practice 
in Croatia. We can start with a clean slate and there 
is an opportunity to create a sound system”.

From the tour de table enabling participants to 
be updated on the changes in terms of GOs and 
Disclosure since the last workshop ( June 2012), it 
came out that several Domains had new laws or 
regulations on disclosure or GOs: 

Slovenia has had new disclosure rules since 14th 
September, which will apply to the disclosure of 
the 2013 consumption mix. They foresee that the 
national residual mix will be calculated using the 
RE-DISS European Attribute Mix figures.
Switzerland has introduced mandatory issuing 
of GOs, which have priority for disclosure: only 
when a supplier has made use of all its GOs 
other tracking instruments can be used.
Finland amended its act on disclosure, which 
now stipulates that RES can only be disclosed 
through GOs.
Germany also introduced mandatory use of GOs 
for disclosure of non-supported RES.

The competent authorities were informed that 
one of the objectives of the RE-DISS II project is 
to achieve the conditions for a continuation of the 
project’s actions: finding one or more organisations 
that would take over, at the end of the project, 
the calculation of national residual mixes and the 
maintenance of the corpus of Best Practices that 
are agreed on by the Competent Authorities which 
participate in the Domain Workshops. 

The project team presented its suggestion for 
a new and more detailed breakdown of energy 
sources to be used for the provision of information 

on the residual mixes calculated within RE-DISS. 
Most Competent Authorities welcomed this initia-
tive, although also the argument has been brought 
forward that simplicity should be maintained. 
Some further methodological points on the 
calculation of residual mixes were also presented, 
but not decided upon yet, so the current method 
will be used for next calculations and suggestions 
for changes will be proposed at the next workshop. 
This particularly relates to the question of whether 
the production period of a GO should relate to 
the disclosure period (usually on a calendar year 
basis), and whether lifetime of GO can and shall be 
limited until end of March of the following year, in 
order to facilitate sound accounting of attributes.

The issue of mutual recognition of GOs by 
Member States was introduced as a new topic for 
these Domain Workshops. It appeared that more 
than half of the represented Competent Authorities 
already have a procedure for deciding whether to 
accept foreign GOs, which are based on some pre-
defined criteria. RE-DISS will work on recommen-
dations on common criteria and procedures.
The existing document called “The RE-DISS Best 
Practice Recommendations” will integrate the 
results of the discussions held in the 7th workshop 
and of further exchanges and a new version will 
be drafted in April 2014 for comments in the next 
Domain Workshop planned for June 2014. 

Follow RE-DISS on Twitter!

http://www.reliable-disclosure.org/documents/
http://www.reliable-disclosure.org/documents/
https://twitter.com/RE_DISS
http://www.reliable-disclosure.org
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Co-operation of AIB and GPM conference in 2013

Co-located with the AIB General Meeting, the Conference on Green 
Power Markets was held in Geneva on 10/11 October 2013. Around 
80 participants, mainly from Switzerland, Germany and Norway got 
a good chance for further discussions and networking in the field of 
renewables.

Twelve years ago the first GPM conference was held, and the topic 
was ‘From niche to mass market’. Nowadays we are in the ‘age of 
renewable energies’ and are further developing the grid and market 
integration, as everyone now realises the tremendous growth of RES. 
However, this happened during the last decade, when Feed-in-Tari!s 
started to be implemented in one way or another in 71 countries 
world-wide. Analysis of the costs, and the experiences gained in Feed-
In-Tari! schemes has led to a change in governmental regulations/
subsidies to FIT. The conference speakers presented their analysis, 
experiences and ideas for how to improve political strategies and 
long-term perspectives for market investment.

For the first time, AIB was one of the co-operation partners and 
took an active role to shape this conference: Phil Moody gave a 

presentation on ‘Why have standards?’ and added a di!erent perspec-
tive to the field of RES, policies and markets, as AIB is the developer 
and enabler of a standard which supports international disclosure of 
the source of electricity. In this, AIB has an apolitical stance, seeking 
only to facilitate the intentions of governments in implementing guar-
antee of origin schemes. It has no preference for one type of support 
system over another, and is entirely independent of the market.

From AIB’s perspective, it was very interesting to see the results of a 
European research project called ‘RE-SHAPING’, which was coordi-
nated by Mario Ragwitz of Fraunhofer ISI in Germany. He concluded 
in his speech that the European Commission should take an active role 
in coordination of member state methodologies for tari!-setting/sup-
port-level determination, both for FIT/FIP and a banded quota system.

While spending almost a whole week in beautiful and interesting 
Geneva, the Swiss city situated directly on the great lake Geneva (Lac 
Léman), where many international organisations have their o"ces, 
AIB took the opportunity to interview the conference organizer, 
Stefan Assmann, Director of Energy at Vereon AG; and Bernd Kiefer, 

Managing Director from Fichtner Management Consulting AG 
Switzerland.

1 What would you say has been the biggest challenge and benefit of this 
Green Power Markets Conference, when viewing it from a wider perspec-
tive of the recent situation in Europe?

The two biggest challenges we see are the collapse of investments 
from the big players because of the regulatory changes the support 
schemes are facing and the second one is the transition of the RES 
from a supported regime into the market. This transition is inevitably 
a%icted with economic and political conflicts.

2 What are the most important drivers for the continuing growth of the 
market for energy from renewable sources? And which biggest challenges 
for integration into grids and markets did you identify?

The most important drivers for a continuing growth of the mar-
ket share are stability of the regulatory environment and support 
adequate to the technology and market needs. On a European level 

The European forum for market players and decision makers in the renewable energy industry
October 10 and 11, 2013 | Geneva, Switzerland

Main topics in focus:

• Grid and market integration of renewables
• Developments and trends in green power and energy markets, policies and industries
• Regulatory and country-specific frameworks
• Developments and trends in portfolio management, sales, marketing and trading of green power
• Hands-on experience, success stories and feedback from selected market players

www.greenpowermarkets.eu

This invitation is brought to you by

>>

http://www.reshaping-res-policy.eu/
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 we still need the further competition between support schemes 
and di!erent models for market integration. From these experi-
ences we will be able to derive a best practice. Therefore we see a 
unified support practice in the European Union at this point scepti-
cal because the learning e!ect would hardly be given any more.

Concerning the grid integration we need to clearly distinguish 
between transmission and distribution grids. That the transmission 
grid has to be extended is simply a fact. In the long-term a pan-
European overlay grid would be worthwhile independently of RES 
to achieve a common and liquid European power market. 

The future of distribution grids is less obvious. The technology is 
undergoing a heavy transition due to ICT (keyword: Smart Grids). 
At the same time decentralized storage solutions seem to penetrate 
the market. Many of the requirements for the distribution grid 
coming from the integration of decentralized production can be 
met with ordinary replacement investments. Everything going 
beyond these investments is subject to great uncertainty because 
of the transition of grid technology and production market as 
mentioned before. 

3 After this successful conference: What are the new activities and burn-
ing issues of GPM for the near future?

We are going to follow very closely the further discussions around 
market integration. Besides that the developments connected to 
decentralised storage solutions as well as customer generation and 
self consumption (prosumers) promise to be exciting. 

AIB would like to thank GPM for the opportunity to be partner of this 
conference and to Stefan Assmann and Bernd Kiefer for this interesting 
interview.

G
R
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Value added to the Guarantees of Origin, TÜV SÜD generation EE

TÜV SÜD is a global technical services provider 
with long-standing international experience in the 
field of energy certification. TÜV SÜD provides 
certification services for traditional ecopower and 
ecogas products, generation of tradable certifi-
cates from renewable sources, for sustainability of 
biofuels and even for green hydrogen. The energy 
certification team of TÜV SÜD consists of around 
20 people, well familiar with the di!erent local 

specialties of the electricity market. The head quar-
ter is located in Munich, but our auditors are based 
in di!erent European countries. 

The “TÜV SÜD Generation EE” label certifies 
electricity produced from renewable resources to 
which the generation of the electricity can be 
attributed to a clearly identifiable source. The 
certification of the generation of electricity can be 
used as a private-sector proof of origin in electricity 
trading and provides additional quality to the 
EU-conforming Guarantees of Origin (GoO).

The “TÜV SÜD Generation EE” standard comprises 
requirements not only concerning the organiza-
tion to be certified, i.e. company policy, but also 
strict assessing of net generation; and the standard 
even o!ers ‘optional require-
ments’. Optional requirements 
are defined for electrical 
work and power guaran-
tees (“Generation EE+” 
module) and for furnish-
ing acceptance as new plants 
(“Generation EEnew” module).

In general, the certification of the “Generation 
EE+” module (work and power guarantees) can 
only be provided for a pool of plants. The certified 
pool of power plants enables the organization to 
be certified to guarantee the power purchaser that 
the pool of plants is able to produce the requested 
load profile at any time. Compliance with the 
“Generation EE+” module is particularly suitable 
for green power products certified in accordance 

with the TÜV SÜD standard 
“product EE02” (certifica-
tion of electricity products 
from renewable sources 
with simultaneous supply). 

The certification of the “Generation EEnew” mod-
ule (requirement for new hydropower potential) is 
possible if:

the power plant to be certified utilizes new 
hydropower potential; or
comprehensive rehabilitation or refurbishment 
of the plant has taken place or an existing plant 
was replaced; or
capacity has been increased and annual produc-
tion has been raised.

Certification in accordance with the “Generation 
EEnew” module is particularly suitable for supply 
of green electricity products certified in accordance 
with the TÜV SÜD standard “product EE01” but 
also for other standards, which require the supply 
from new power plants.

We are happy to announce the successful certifica-
tion of the first refurbished hydropower plant 
according to the module option “Generation 
EEnew” in Switzerland. The new certification 
allows the owner of the power plant in a clear and 
traceable way to demonstrate to its customers the 
extensive refurbishment of the power plant. The 
electricity injected into the grid, after the refurbish-
ment, can then be considered as electricity gener-
ated from a new hydropower source.  
Taking into consideration the decreasing 

The power plant Navizence of the company Forces 
Motrices de la Gougra SA during the refurbishment. 
(Source: Alpiq AG)

availability of new power plants in the market this 
option could be an advantage. 

The TÜV SÜD standards are continuously reviewed 
and revised in order to adapt regulatory require-
ments or changes to the market. 
The latest revision was approved in August 2013, 
to give electricity providers the possibility to dem-
onstrate their contribution to the transition of the 
electricity market, which includes more and more 
renewable energies and regional aspects, too.  

For more information, please visit our webpage 
www.tuevsued.com/renewables) and see our stand-
ard Generation EE or contact Klaus Nürnberger.

The AIB identifies on each EECS certificate the 
independent criteria schemes (ICS) which can 
use that specific certificate. These schemes are 
operated by organisations that are independent 
of AIB, and identify energy that complies with 
a specific set of criteria (such as the age of the 
plant, and certain qualities of the source of the 
energy etc.). The following article is the second in 
a series of articles, each describing an individual 
scheme.

www.tuevsued.com/renewables
http://www.tuev-sued.de/uploads/images/1332939911881816900083/generationee-e.pdf
mailto:Klaus.Nuernberger%40tuev-sued.de?subject=AIB%20Newsletter
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LATEST NEWS
Latest News

AIB’s progress in recruitment of new EECS-members
At its summer General Meeting at Reykjavik, AIB welcomed the 
new member PowerNext , the competent body responsible for 
issuing guarantees of origin in France; and concluded an agree-
ment enabling UBA (competent body for Germany) to use the 
Hub as a non-member.
AIB is also in discussion with a number of other such competent 
 bodies about membership: 

OTE (Czech Republic) is testing its registry software against the 
AIB Hub in preparation for going live, and is well on the way to 
gaining approval of its domain protocol
TSO-CY (Cyprus) awaits changes to its legislation
LAGIE (Greece) and HROTE (Croatia) are preparing to tender 
for registry software, and HROTE is working on how to imple-
ment new legislation. Both intend to join AIB
Elering (Estonia) is developing its registry software, and intends 
to join AIB
SEM-O (Ireland) is considering its options about membership.

AIB is actively pursuing discussion on the subject of membership 
with all European non-member countries.

New Italian EECS registry
The new Italian EECS registry goes live! Starting from June 2013 
Italian operators are able to have both GOs and RECS issued 
according to the EECS standard. 

At the end of October 2013 the Italian registry was finally connected 
to the AIB HUB, thus allowing Italian market parties to compete in 
the international EECS certificates market.

Within the Italian domain, GOs can be traded through the Bilateral 
Contract Platform and the GO Exchange Platform, both managed 
by GME - Gestore dei Mercati Energetici - a subsidiary of GSE.

Most of the GOs held by GSE have received support and are put on 
the market through 5 auction sessions per year.

AIB completed the transition from the PRO to EECS
To conclude the transition from the old Principles and Rules of 
Operations of the European Energy Certificate System – “the 
PRO” to the newer EECS Rules, the AIB Hub was upgraded on 
1st October 2013 to accept only transfers of certificates which 
have data in the fields that are defined as mandatory in EECS: 
transfers containing any certificates without mandatory data will 
be rejected! The full implementation of EECS was postponed 
over summer season to give members more time to align their 
registries.

Each domain/region has its own Domain Protocol showing how EECS works locally.  
Please click on the EECS-logo to take at a look at the Domain  Protocols and all information/documents on EECS.

http://www.aib-net.org/portal/page/portal/AIB_HOME/EECS
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Statistics

Methodology
Frequency of reporting
Statistical data is collected and reported quarterly. Where available, 
data has been collected for all months since 2000, as this permits a 
high level of reconciliation between individual and total figures. 

Data items recorded 
Data is collected for each domain and month, and relates to single 
energy sources or groups of energy sources. For each domain / 
month / source the following is recorded: 
a.  By production date: issued, expired and cancelled - this lets the 

market know how many certificates of each vintage are available for 
trade, so informing price setting. 

b.  By transaction date: transferred within domain, imported, exported, 
expired and cancelled - this helps in judging the level of market 
activity, and making certificate expiry dates visible further informs 
pricing and trading strategy; and also enables AIB to calculate it 
membership fees. 

Energy source codes 
The list of codes has been prepared by reference to the codes used 
by all registries, and member preferences. EECS Rules Fact Sheet 
5 provides the definitive list of energy source codes, aggregating 
reported codes into higher-level codes where codes:  are inactive (e.g. 
hydro and wave power will be aggregated until such time as wave 
power becomes more widely used); are unknown (e.g. sold renewable 
fuel may be used where conversion between codes has resulted in the 
original code becoming unknown); are not demanded by the market 
(e.g. orimulsion is simply reported as “Fossil”). 

Analysis 
Where possible, the statistical reports will provide a disclaimer explain-
ing shortcomings in the data. This might include domains that do not 
provide certain items of data, and those that have not contributed to 
the latest report. The value of publishing data which contains such 
shortcomings is felt to outweigh the absence of such data. 

Some items may solely be useful at a pan-European level (e.g. domains 
will not know if certificates they issued and exported have been 
cancelled). Hence it will be possible to know the length of the market 
across Europe, but not necessarily for certificates issued in a specific 
country). 

Certificates withdrawn by the issuer (perhaps those issued in the 
wrong quantities or for the wrong technology) are statistically insig-
nificant, and have therefore been ignored. 

General
All certificates are 1MWh. As metering data is the basis for issuing 
certificates, there is always some delay in gaining accurate statistics 
for the corresponding data for a specific month, so the most recent 
quarter’s issuing activity will always be understated and consequently 
this information should be treated with caution. 

Statistics for certificates issued in a specific month are not pre-
sented, as the value of this data is not clear. In general, “issued by 
transaction date” will be similar to, but slightly later than, “issued by 
 production date”, due to the inevitable delays in processing meter 
data. Currently, close to 100% of the certificates for energy produced 
in a month will be issued within the following 6 months.

Country Collection date Source
Austria 24 Oct 2013 website
Belgium

Brussels 07 Oct 2013 spreadsheet provided by issuing body.
Flanders 01 Oct 2013 spreadsheet provided by issuing body.
Wallonia 16 Oct 2013 spreadsheet provided by issuing body

Denmark 15 Oct 2013 website
Finland 11 Oct 2013 website
France 21 Oct 2013 – Observ’ER: spreadsheet provided by issuing body.  

– Powernext: spreadsheet provided by issuing body. Powernext has replaced Observ’ER as AIB member.
Germany 18 Oct 2013 – Oeko-Institut:  website - Oeko-Institut reports GOs issued under Directive 2001/77/EC,  

and leaves AIB on 31 December 2013.
–  UBA: spreadsheet provided by issuing body.  

UBA started reporting GOs issued under Directive 2009/28/EC in June 2013.
Iceland 10 Oct 2013 website
Italy 08 Oct 2013 spreadsheet provided by issuing body
Luxembourg 10 Oct 2013 website
Netherlands 21 Oct 2013 spreadsheet provided by issuing body
Norway 16 Oct 2013 website
Portugal 24 Oct 2013 website
Slovenia 10 Jan 2012 Only one market party currently, so publication of data would expose their trading position.  

Data will be published when other market parties commence trading.
Spain 24 Oct 2013 website
Sweden 16 Oct 2013 website
Switzerland 24 Oct 2013 website
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Explanatory notes to statistics
Date of collection of data
These statistics were completed on 11th June 2013 and based on 
statistics gathered either from statistics published AIB member 
websites, or where such data is not available, from data provided 
to the AIB by individual members. The data itself was provided on 
the following days:

Aggregation of data
In some cases detailed data has been aggregated. For instance 
“manure” also refers to “pig manure”, and “fossil” also contains 
“unknown source”. Further, unspecified renewable energy contains 
that which originates from technology codes T05000000 (com-
bustion) and T07000000 (known).

Completeness of data
The Grexel registries (DE [Oeko-Institut], DK, FI, IS, LU, NO and 
SE) provide all required information, and have done for a number 
of months. However, information from these domains relating 
to periods prior to the adoption of this version of the registry is 
not always available. For instance, the previous registries did not 
record the quantity of cancellations by production date that had 
taken place during the life of these registries.

The LogActiv registries (ES and PT) do not currently provide facili-
ties for the expiry of certificates. 

The Atos registries (AT and CH) and the “on demand” registries 
(BEF, FR, IT and NL) do not currently provide expiry data.

The di!erence between total exports and imports is the result 
of absences in the information gathered, and due to exports to 
Belgium needing to be accepted by the importer, introducing 
delay registering the transaction (and which is potentially treated 
di!erently by di!erent registries).

Change to pie-charts
The basis of the pie charts has changed since the last statistics 
report: in the past, issued certificate referred to those certificates 
issued for electricity produced in a year, but cancellation referred 
to certificates cancelled in a year, regardless of when the associ-
ated electricity was produced. Now, both refer to the date of 
production of the associated electricity. 

Further, to clarify the charts, only contributions of 1% or greater 
are shown.

Statistical report
During 2013, market activity continued to increase, and in par-
ticular the use of certificates for disclosure purposes. Switzerland 
and Austria now report all certificates issued, including those used 
domestically.

As certificates are expired, so those that would have sat unused 
on registry accounts are increasingly removed from the market, 
and hence expired certificates are now shown separately on the 
following graphs. 
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These graphs illustrate activity in two ways:
1. Activity by production date shows the quantity of certificates 

issued, expired and cancelled which relate to electricity pro-
duced in a given year; and indicates those which either remain 
on the market or are otherwise unaccounted for.

2. Activity by transaction date shows the quantity of certificates 
actually issued, transferred within that country or region, trans-
ferred internationally, expired and cancelled in a given year.

Transfers and cancellations continue to increase, and further 
growth is expected now that UBA (Germany) and Powernext 
(France) are connected to the Hub. We hope to see further growth 
in 2014, as Italy and perhaps Portugal commence to transfer GOs 
through the Hub; membership applications are being processed 
for Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia and the Czech Republic. Furthermore, 
contact has now been established with interested parties in 
Poland, Hungary and Ireland.
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The monthly discrepancy between exports and imports is due to not 
all transfers being instantaneous, and hence trades which commence 
in one month can complete the following month.

Norway, Sweden, Finland, Belgium and Austria continue to be the 
major exporters; while Belgium, Finland, Sweden, Netherlands and 
Germany are the main importers.  Some countries figure in both 
exports and imports, suggesting trading activity.

Limited trade still exists in the form of the cancellation of certificates 
in one country for use in another: the EECS Rules only permit this 
where transfer is technically impossible.
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These charts show the large role that the Nordic region has in this 
market, and the interest in renewable products elsewhere in Europe. 
Notable changes include the application of the EECS Rules to all 
Swiss production, and not solely to international transfers, and signifi-
cant growth in cancellation of German certificates. 
This picture will doubtless change due to three major events:
1.  UBA is taking over from Oeko-Institut as administrator of German 

EECS certificates, the handover concluding at the end of 2013. Note 
that AIB has agreed commercial terms with UBA, such that UBA 
can use the AIB Hub as a non-member

2.  France has now replaced the old RECS system with a system based 
on GOs, and Powernext is now fully operational

3.  Italy is currently preparing to issue GOs under EECS, and this will 
be operational by the end of the year. 

Issuing activity seems similar to 2012, although Switzerland has 
become a major player in the market, now that it issues certificates 
for all electricity, regardless of source.

However, due to the change in the base data for these graphs, can-
cellation now shows the proportion of certificates issued for specific 
“vintages” of certificate (i.e. associated with electricity produced in a 
particular year). 
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The contribution of the various fuel sources remains similar to 
last year: for renewables, hydropower remains by far the preva-
lent renewable energy source, followed by wind and biomass. 

Note that certificates for nuclear are issued during the following 
year.

Certificates for fossil are increasingly being issued, as countries 
increasingly certify all sources of energy, and not just renewable 
energy. So far, natural gas predominates.

Comparing the status of di!erent vintages of EECS certifi-
cate, we can see what has happened to the certificates that 
were issued for energy produced in the last four years - that is, 
whether the certificates have: 

been cancelled as evidence of supply;
expired due to it being more than one year since the associ-
ated energy was produced (as required by Directive 2009/28/
EC); or 
whether their whereabouts is unknown. This may mean that 
they remain available for trade, but it could also be that they 
have been transferred to a registry that does not currently 
report expiry and cancellation by the date of production. 

Two graphs are shown. In the first, actual numbers of certificate are 
given; while the second illustrates the proportion of certificates in 
each category.

The picture is somewhat muddied by those registries which do not yet 
support expiry.  AIB members are currently working to provide such 
information from their registries, but it may be a while before this is 
available.
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I!!"#$%, T&'() * R)()+,-#.$ /.& '00 -)12$.0.%#)!
T.-'0 : 3445 -. 3456 3455 -. 3456

P&.("1-#.$ T&'$!'1-#.$ P&.("1-#.$ T&'$!'1-#.$

I!!") E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") T&'$!/)& E7,.&- I+,.&- E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") T&'$!/)& E7,.&- I+,.&- E7,#&) C'$1)0

Austria !".#$#.%&! $ '$.%$(.&"( !&.'#'.))# (#.&#'.&!% '%.!$$.%)! %$.#(*.!$$ $ "'.!"".!$( )).")".!!" $ !'.*%(.#(! !$.''".%'* #$.$$!.$%# !(.!')."%) '".("#.)&) $ '#.&!!.$)$

Belgium Brussels )$.*&# $ $ $ *.'"# )#.%$$ )$.%%&.&%" $ )!.$$#.$"" (.*$$ $ $ $ ".#%' )#.%$$ *.*#'."(# $ %.&'".)#"

Belgium Flanders )%.#!%.')( &"(.%'$ &."")."#) )#.($%.!&% !'."&(.%"& '(.*").(%( )('.)*!.!$* '.!##.#)& ))!.&%&.)*( &."&)."*) %"$."(# (.'(*.#)( )$.!"&.(%( )#."#$.!#' !#.*$*."#* **.)''.(*# '.)').!#! ('.('(.$!(

Belg & Lux RECS ))'.'&$ $ $ $ $ $ !.$').#&" $ !.$#%.'(( $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Belgium Wallonia ".)").$%* $ ).("$.#') $ )'.""*.*$" %.$(&.*%# ('.*#).!") '"$.!"! '&.#&!.)'( '.'().%(% $ ).("$.#') $ %.*'%.*!' #.'%(.!!$ !%.!!%.$!( '"$.!"! )&.!"#.#&'

Belgium !#.*)'.(%" &"(.%'$ )).!!!.$*! )#.($%.!&% '*.'*$.&'& #'.%'".)"& !)&.%'#.&($ '."$#."%) )"".(''.*') )'.$#&.!!& %"$."(# ".&)*.%#" )$.!"&.(%( !'.'%(.##& !&.)$*.""* ))'.)$(.!(' '.#&).($# %).*'(.""#

Switzerland *".&#'.)!% $ '$.")*.(&# *%.#)&."$% )$!.$)( &.*$$.'%* )%.*)*.(&% $ (#.%*!.!") *'.""#.*#! $ '$.")*.(&# *%.#)&."$% $ (.%&*.""( )!.#$(.')" $ ($.&().&$%

Germany *.#)!.$'" $ )!%.)!!.%!( *.'#!.*%# ((.&(*.!') )#.!&".%%" )%&.)!#.)'& $ )").("'.!$" *.'#!.*%# $ %'.(%".%"* *.'#!.*%# '".%!&.(") )$.)"#.)() ))%.!)&.%!( $ )$%.&'!.!#*

Denmark '".)%".#*) '.'(*.%!! %.$!(.)#% !(.(*(.)$$ &.*!).'"$ !#.&**.'"* %.)').#!" '.'(*.*** &.*%&.)&# !!.%$).#&% &$(.#(( ".$)".)&$ !!.#&'.&!# %.)"!.&&( )*.&!&.(!( (.$&&.""# '.'(*.*** *.*$).%("

Spain )'.'#(.((# $ $ !.$&#.("( $ (.)*&.'$* !$.$$' $ ".(#'.(%% "."'!.)"$ $ $ !.$&#.("( $ '.*#&.#&) !$.$$! $ !.$!(.)&!

Finland ))'."#'.%$$ $ #".#&'.))# (!.)$&.(#$ '"."%*.%!& )($.#&".&)$ )'$.#'*.#!% $ "!.$#(.'!# '*.%!".&"" $ !*.%&).&(" '&.%#!.$'% !*.""".'*! &$.!&#.#%* &*.*').!!* $ #$.%!&.&)'

France ().%&'.*!" )$.**&.&%( )#.$!#.%)! !&.!$".'&) &.!%$.'!# '.!'#.%"& )%.)#(.!') )#."%(.!"% ").)"'.'%" ').))&.'*# )$.**&.&%( )#.$!#.%)! !&.!$".'&) '.)"'.(#& '.$"&.*$# ).*(".*() )#."%(.!"% '#.)(".')#

Ireland )"!.#)# $ $ $ $ )$.$$) $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Iceland )$.""!.')) &'%.%!$ !(!.*#( )$.""!.')) $ &."'".'$& '$$.$)) &'%.%!$ !(!.*#( )$.""!.')) &'%.%!$ !(!.*#( )$.""!.')) $ &."'".'$& '$$.$)) &'%.%!$ !(!.*#(

Italy (".$!).#&* $ '&.*#& $ !).#$!."*$ )$."%%.#'( )$."").*$% $ ('.!"#."*" !(.$)".")! $ '&.*#& $ )'.&"%.()# )$."%%.#'( &.$($.*"" $ '#.'!#.%"%

Luxembourg !.$'# $ #.#(*."!& !.$'# !.!)'.$)% (&&.)'! (."!)."'% $ #.#(*."!& !.$'# $ '.*((.)*& !.$'# !.!)'.$)% (*&.!)" (.#$*.&') $ #.!*$.**$

Netherlands %!.*(&.'$) ).#!#.)#% ($.'!&.%"* $ (*."'&.'%! )#.$*$.($( )*".%&%.*&* ).#!#.)(' !!#.%"%.)#) !&.&&*.)"( ).#$%.*") ($.'!&.%"* $ !*.*'#.)$# )).#)&.*$# %(.''$.$"' ).#!#.)(' &*.'(#.#$$

Norway %$#.%"(.(!% ((."&)."%" #".%''.%') '!"."!'.#&! !'&.#$%.$'' (#'.!"*.&"( (".!$$.*)* ((.""#.)$& )%#.$#*.(*& '#(.'%".$!( (.)"&.%#) #(.*!$.)!' '!"."!'.#&! ))$.(&!.)*! ')).'#!."!# #!.#!*.)'( ((.""#.)$& *%.!#".!&(

Portugal ).!#'.(&% $ !&.&#) !"(.#"! $ ).$(!.!(" (%.*$! $ &#.()* #'#.&*% $ !&.&#) !"(.#"! $ ).$!*.!(( (%."&( $ *#.#"*

Sweden '''.#*%.'!& !".!*#.**' &%."('."'% *$.$#(.('% )'."&%.(## )!$.!!#.'%% &*.#*!.#(! !".!*#.**' !*(.(!".&'* #'.'"%.)#$ !.'''.&$% #'.#*".!)! *$.$#(.('% #.%(".*"' #&.)&*.("" (".%!).$#$ !".!*#.**' )$(.!(&."!"

Slovenia #.$$!.""" $ $ $ $ ""%.$$# ))*.$)% $ ).&!*.!$$ $ $ $ $ $ )$$.$$) )$$.$$! $ $

UK &$.)(% $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

T.-'0 8.9:;.<;8.=>? ??.:;;.=9: :9?.?=<.?;= 9:9.8?<.>;@ A;<.:>A.>@; ??=.8;?.@=> 8.=8>.8??.=8< 8=A.?:?.A<8 8.;;=.>89.;8? 9A<.?>=.>:: >>.;?@.:>: ;;9.:::.A;; 98@.9=:.A9? >?<.A@:.A<8 A@?.:;A.:<8 A<:.;?@.<@> 8=A.<;9.:=: 9<8.=;<.>@A

The following tables display the raw data by domain at a yearly level. 
Aggregated totals are given for the period since records began (2000); 
and for the period from January 2012 until the date of collection of 
the data (during October 2013 – but note that not all registries can 
provide the required information upon request – see also “Explanatory 
notes to statistics” in this statistical report).
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I!!"#$%, T&'() * R)()+,-#.$ /.& '00 -)12$.0.%#)!
3456 3453

P&.("1-#.$ T&'$!'1-#.$ P&.("1-#.$ T&'$!'1-#.$

I!!") E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") T&'$!/)& E7,.&- I+,.&- E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") T&'$!/)& E7,.&- I+,.&- E7,#&) C'$1)0

Austria '.%'*.'") $ #!.%%" &.')%.%(! &.)!%.)%# )$.%(!.'$* )).!*'."## $ )(.(&!.)'& (.%%$.#"! $ )#.#&#.!%% !.""".%$' )%.*'*."*' #.#*#.&*& )'.#!$.)(% $ &.#''.&"#

Belgium Brussels $ $ $ $ ".#%' )#.%$$ '.$!*."$! $ #.("(.&!% $ $ $ $ $ $ ).**$.$(! $ ).#)%.()%

Belgium Flanders !.*!!.$(% $ )#&."'& '.#"(."%' '.!"*.($* )!.#&*.&#" )%.$*!.&%* !.$)(.")& ".'*(.##' #.''*.(*' "$".!"& !.%'$.)** #.'&$.!*$ *.*($.(!$ ".**&.**) '!.*'#.(!& &(&.*$% !!."!(.)'"

Belg & Lux RECS $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Belgium Wallonia ).)$(.*!( $ )*!.!)! $ '.&&&.%*$ )."'%.'!' %."#".$') %%.#&" ".('%.)#' ).$)*.&&) $ ).'%%.!)& $ '.))).#$* ).%%$.%") )$.&%'.**% !*).*"" )$.#'#.)$$

Belgium '.%!*.*%' $ '!).%() '.#"(."%' *.!*'.%"$ )#.)().$"& !&.*#"."!$ !.)$#.))( )*.#*&.()# (.'((.("# "$".!"& #.!)%.'&" #.'&$.!*$ )$.%").&!* %.""$."'! #(.#%%.'(& ).!').#*# '#.#**.*(#

Switzerland #$.'$#.%&$ $ !&$.%"( ##.!$(.''* $ !.*!#.%)' (.($&.(&% $ '$.#!&."'* '!.%$%."!' $ '$.'!".*!& '#.!)#.!*) $ !.$$(.$$$ '.*!'.&## $ )%.%#'.$)#

Germany ).&#'.)!( $ $ !.&#&.!"$ *.#%&.##% !.&!!.)"( '!.)!(.)'" $ '".$%).&*% '.*'#.**! $ ##.&(!.'%' #.'&'.(!# !$.%*'.($$ (.$''.&$) #%.&$!.'%# $ #'.$($.'(&

Denmark ".*!*.*%! $ *&&.%$" *.)"&.!(( '.)'$.$)" (.&($.&!! ).#$#.$&( (%(.%)' '.)'$.*$* &.)'(.*#( (#".$#( !.%(".#%' &.)&%.))" '.$%".#)" ".*)'."!( !.'%'.#%* '().%&! !.*"$.'%%

Spain !$(.**$ $ $ ).'$*.*)) $ '&".%#$ !$.$$$ $ $ '.('*.#)! $ $ *%".%(# $ ).*)(.)'% $ $ &)".(&&

Finland )$."&#.%"! $ %&".'*$ )'.#'%.$!! )!.)(".*%& !!.""#.%!) !(.)"!.&&' $ )(.&"'.($% )(."!&.!$# $ )!.#%!.(&& )(.*'(.*!& )$.)*'.&)& '(.$&$.%)" '&.&'$.!"# $ )#.*$#.%&!

France '.)(".#!) $ *%!.&&' &.'($.&$$ &*".!%* ).)&*.'*) )'$.'&$ )$.**&.&%( %.!").*&# !!.)$#."() )$.**&.&%( &.(*%.")) )&.%((.#&) ))'.#!& !$(.)!" )"%.$$$ '.&$(.!%' )%.%$*.)%*

Ireland $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Iceland ).'"&.)!* $ $ (.!&'.))$ $ (.!%&.#)' $ &'%.%!$ !(!.*#( %.!)*.!$' &)$.%)" !(!.*#( (.'"&.!$) $ #.'#".%&" '$$.$)) $ $

Italy $ $ $ $ #!$.)*" !)*.**( %"#.%!* $ !.&)%.$(# ).$(%.''( $ '&.*#& $ (.*)%.$&% #.'%%.$"* #.'!$.%)# $ )!.%)(.'$!

Luxembourg ).'$) $ $ ).'$* ).%)).'%* !*#.#!" !.#$%.'$( $ !.%!$.!*! '(% $ !.%$%.#!' '&' '&(."$# !**.&"$ !.$"(.&!# $ &'".)''

Netherlands ".&*&."'! $ #.'"#.&&* $ *."''.!)% #.'$&.)*$ !*.$'".&*& &%).")( !%.&((.(%# ))."').#*' "'".%#( ##.'').&$" $ )$.%#(.)"( '.%)*.#)! '!.**#.#*) ##!.('% '#.&!$.*$!

Norway &(.$'%.!'' $ ).#%#."*& )$).&().(') !(."$$.&$' **.'(%.((% &.%&).)&$ '.!%$.!#! !$.)&*.'#! )'(."&(.&&( '.!*$.#%( !!.(#(.*!( )').'($.##) #'.%*#.#!( )'#.('&.#&! )%.*"(.')$ (!.'%'.%"* !!.'*'.'%(

Portugal )($.&(( $ '.$(" )*&.$'$ $ &(.$$$ $ $ !".$&) )'*.#)* $ !".%%( %".#'! $ #)!.%"( ((."$* $ !'.%%%

Sweden '.#(!.&(* $ '&(.)*% )!.()).&%* ).*$#.&#" )%.'##.("' )%.""$.$($ "').!%! )".*&(.#(" !'.$"*.(($ (%".)"& !)."$&.*'* )%.$%'.)(( !.'%#.("* )*.!*#.'$* !).)').%)% ).*$!."!" !!.'%$.!!%

Slovenia $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

UK $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

T.-'0 8@@.9?=.8?? = ?.;<>.9<8 >88.8:8.?<A @@.;>A.>8: 899.@:?.>8; 89:.>;;.<>@ 8?.;=8.<@> 8?<.?=:.<>8 >@@.??:.@9: 8@.;;9.98: >8=.A>:.9A? >:9.8;=.9<= 8>@.=9:.@>; >><.?A9.>89 >;;.:;=.AA8 9=.=8@.9<= >;9.::;.@?A

Similar to the “by country” data above, the following tables display 
the raw data by technology at a yearly level.

See also the AIB website at Statistics for Excel spreadsheets in 
both Excel 2003 and Excel 2010 formats, containing the detailed 
data since records began, summarised by year; and also by month.

http://www.aib-net.org/portal/page/portal/AIB_HOME/FACTS/Market%2520Information/Statistics
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Wind - onshore (*.(&&.'#* '**.'$% &.&&(.#!( !.'!*.(*' !*."&$.))( !$.%!).&%$ ''.%##.$$" *&'.%!! (!.#)!.**% )(.%*!.'$' ''*.*#% %.*)".&#& )."").&&( )#."%$.%'! *.&##.#!! )&."*&.$"! *&$.''% !#.$!$.$)%

Wind - offshore #."#%.'"* )*(.!&$ ).'#'.)#$ !.')).&*& ).!%#.%#) '.$&).&*) !#".")# #."&$."&! !.))).$(% )*(.!&$ ).'#'.)#$ ).#&*.'$% ).)(%.'!& '.$'$.))" !#".")# '.)#&.!"%

Wind - unknown !%."!$.!!& '.%*).!(' &.!(#.(!! !%.$*#.!*! )$.$'$.(() !*.$"(.$"$ )'.'*'.''! #.$'!.(!' &.'&'."($ !(.#)(.%&( %%*.&(* %.!$".#)% !#.&(%.$"! )$.$'$.(() !*.$"(.$"$ )'.'*'.''! #.$'!.(!' &.'''."($

Wind &$.%"*.&#' #.#!'.%() !$.(&'.$%* '$.#$).%#( #$.$'!."#( #&.)*).%%) ($.'$&.'$& (.$*!.&(& "".#&*.)!$ #'.'&&.!(" ).#$$.&&( )%.!"".($* !"."!$.$(* !".!$%."&) '".)"*.%)) '".$%!.()$ (.$"&.#*( '".($!.&'"

Hydro/marine ).''$.$().&%$ **."('.)!% #$".)*$.!&$ (#).!$).($$ #'*.#%".*&* &$(.((%."&( &)'.'!&.%") %!.#&'.!*! ).$&*.#)).)(# (($.!$".!*( )&.(!".&#* '$).&'%.%)$ (!$.&'"."%# !'".))#.*)) (!!.#*#.*$' ()*.$)".%!* %!.'&!.&#& (*&.#'$.'%!

Unspecified mechanical/other !.($) )"".%#' !.''$ !.($& (.%&!."!# (.%)#.!)! !.($) !.''$ )."!% !.&#".$$$ !.&#".$$$

Unspecified renewable energy ))".")# )) ))$.*#$ ))".")# !)!.''% !&!.%(& %.)$#.$** )) !!'.&") ))".")# )) ))$.*#$ ))".")# !)!.''% !&!.%(& %.)$#.$** )) !!'.&")

Unspecified heat
Solar '.'#'.*'* "'$.('' ((#.$)# '.)*#.("& '"'.**& #$.&($ '!.*!% ).$")."&' (*(.*)# '.)($."'( "$$."&& #(%.$*" '.$*).*() '!).$%$ #$.&)# '!.*)% ).$").(%' ()!.#%%

Geothermal %.)&".$&( )&.!$# ()$.'($ !.#!(.'(! !!*."'' !.&##.)&! !.&##.)&! )&.!$# ".&$$."!! (.&&%.*&! )&.!$# ()$.'($ !.#!(.'(! )(.)') !.&##.)&! !.&##.)&! )&.!$# ".$)).'$'

Other ))."(%.&#* "#&.*#% ).'#).&#* (.*)%.%"( %$".!(& '.!*%.$$) )".&*'."!) ).$%$.&$% )'.()#.($& &.!"%.(#! ")&.&)# ).$*&.)"" (.")".$#* (($.)** '.!**.&"( )#.$!".&%* ).$%$.*&% &."&'.*(!

Solid - agricultural biomass (inc. energy crops) !.")".%!* (.$"" !*%.("' '*!.!") ).)#'.$!% &!(.#*" %&$.)&" (.$"' ).((*.'*# %(*.#$$ #.*!$ !*".!"* %).#!& "'!.*$" %%".%%$ %(&.'*' (.$"' ).$'".)##

Solid - agricultural products '#!.&&* %.%"" )'#.#') &).)%% !&.##! )!".&(* )#".('" )'."!$ %%.$'! '#!.&&* ".%&) ))*.''& &).)%% !&.##! )!(."%* )'*.#&' )'."!$ *&.&""

Solid - renewable fuels (inc. For&Ag bp & w) ().'%(.*"* ))).#$" (.'$#."%) ".!**.!%( !#.$*'.#"' )*.(().%$% )*.#)$.!() )"".#)! #".)!$."(& #.()).'*) '!.#!% '.!$).)*' '.&&%.)(" )$.#*#.'!& #.$"!.()$ #.)*).'*( )"(.)%" &.%!*.#"'

Solid - forestry products '.")#.!"" '(.!!" !.'#%.!'% ).(#*.#*# '.$#&."$% !.!'&.$#( ).&$%.)#( %!.&"* '.!)*.'%( '.")#.!"" '(.!!" !.'#%.)") ).(#*.#*# '.$#&."$% !.!'&.$#( ).&$%.)#( %!.&"* '.!)*.'%(

Solid - forestry by-products & waste "."(".""" )$*.$*! "(%.")! ).*$&.)$' !.("!.)$# !.)&&.#(" ).%$".&!$ )*$.%'' !.")*.')( ".("%.$(* (#.($# "(*.%'! ).*$&.)$' !.("!.)$# !.)&&.#(" ).%$".&!$ )*$.%'' !.")*.')(

Gas - landfill '.(**.*") ''.#** ##%.(!( !().!!' !.!**.&*& !)$.$%( !%(.'%( #&.)%& !.#'(.#*" "#%.&%& !"."&" '!%.'$# )!".#(& ")(.'*' )%!.*%* !$%.$"# #".*$* %'".*'&

Gas - sewage )!'.*$! )*.$#! %#.'($ #.'#$ #.'#$ '&.!'! %*.#'# )*.$#! %#.'($ &#* &#* '."((

Gas - other biogas (.'*&.#*! !*$.!(% ).*'$.#&" ).*%#.*'# !.#"&.&(" *"$.)$% *'(.))* !&$.$#% '.((*.(&* '.$%(.$%( !)!.!!% ).')(.&$! ).''(.")! ).'*#.%(" *').$#$ *$%.!") !%#.(&* !.!$!.#*(

Solid - municipal biogenic waste )".*#*.#$" "$%.!*# '.$(".))( !.$))."%# (.&((."*$ '.%(*.%)& '.%#$.&#) """.%#$ )!.#(".(%% *.'##.%)$ '"&.''# !.*$'.)&) )."!*.%!' '.!!".!"! '.!&".!#) '.'(#.#)" """.*'& ".)*$.)('

Liquid - renewable fuels (inc. Mun.waste) )(%.$%& ".$)& ))$.(") #$.##" !'*.$)% !)).$($ &#'.!"! '''.''' "&$.)!) )(%.$%& ".$$! "#.#!! #$.##" !'*.$)% !)).$($ &#'.!"! '''.''' "&$.)!)

Liquid - black liquor ).*%(.*#" )*&.'") ).*%(.(#) *)).%#( *##.$') !!(.%$% !$&.'*& ).*%(.*#" )*&.'") ).*%(.(#) *)).%#( *##.$') !!(.%$% !$&.'*&

Solid - unspecified wood &)!.(#& ).(*" !%$.$"# &))."%" !%#.'#$ ''*.''' ''".*%$ ).(*" '$&.)&" &)!.(#& ).(*" !%$.$"# &))."%" !%#.'#$ ''*.''' ''".*%$ ).(*" '$&.)&"

Solid - industrial & commercial waste )(.!)!.((% ))$.%!! '.(!%.($" #."%'.*&& )$.$(%.$%( ).&$'.$%$ ).&"".(## ))).### )!.!)$.&() #."!*."'# %%.'(( !.!)(.!$# '.*"*.!") (.!(".$%( ).#'*.#"$ ).(!#.*$# ))).### #.#&'.'$)

Biomass )$%.()'.%$" ).!&%.$"! )%.$*(.)&( !).(($.**# (!.%(!.('% ').$*$.(%& '$.($$.!!( ).%&).'!( %(.($&.'$( '#.(##.#!* %'*.&"$ )'.*$#.!"! )*.)$".(!% !%.#('.&"% )".#(#.#"* )".)%(.(#% ).%%!.$"( ')."&'.!&!

RENEWABLE ).(#).$&!."*" %#.$!#.*%& ##".)%$.()& (&%.%*!.&%# (').)*%.!'& &%&.$*&.)"( ).$)).))'.$)" &$.('%.#"# ).!"!.&'!.$%% "'*.#)%.($$ !!.'%(.%)" ''#.&%%.*#( (*$.!*&.')" !&).'!*.(#* (*%.'*#.&#" (%'.')).%*! &$.#!(.!%* "(*.'!$.'"!

NUCLEAR &#.*($.)*& )(.'&".""* !!.!*'.)!) '&.("$.(#" ! ! )(.'&".""* "(.%'(.'$) )'.()*.!)$ #&% '&.("$.(#" )(.'&".""* !!.!*!."!'

Unknown !'".%*) ').%#% %.!&& !.'!( )%*.&"# ''.#'$ !(.#%% !''.!') ').%#% %.!&& !.'!( )%*.&"# ''.#'$ !).%#%

Solid - Unknown
Solid - Hard coal

Solid - Brown coal
Solid - Peat

Solid - Municipal solid waste !"'.%"* !"'.%"% !"'.%"* !"'.%"%

Solid - Industrial and commercial waste %".*(& ))."$% #.)*# %#.*(! )!.*!$ )!.*!$ ))."$% #.)*# %".*(& ))."$% #.)*# %#.*(! )!.*!$ )!.*!$ ))."$% #.)*#

Liquid - Unknown ).%(' ).%(' ).%(' ).%('

Liquid - Crude oil
Liquid - Natural gas

Liquid - Petroleum products #$.""% #$.**! #$.""% #$.**!

Gaseous - Unknown )).$"" )"* )%.$*# !.%#! )"* )).$"" )"* )%.$*# !.%#! )"*

Gaseous - Natural gas *.'#*.$&$ ).#)&.)$) *.'#*.$%& *.!##.*$& %(&.%() ).$'&.%($ ).#)&.)$) *.'#*.$&$ ).#)&.)$) *.'#*.$%& *.!##.*$& %(&.%() ).$'&.%($ ).#)&.)$)

Gaseous - Coal-derived gas
Gaseous - Petroleum products
Gaseous - Municipal gas plant

Gaseous - Process gas
Heat - unknown

Heat - Process heat
FOSSIL *.&%%.)*# ))."$% ).#((.!&$ *.*"#.*$* *.!#*.$'# ).$"$.('( ).$%".$$$ )#.#($ ).##%.&'$ *.&%#.('# ))."$% ).#((.!&$ *.*"#.*$* *.!#*.$'# ).$"$.('( ).$%".$$$ )#.#($ ).##(.!&$

T.-'0 8.9:;.<;8.=>? ??.:;;.=9: :9?.?=<.?;= 9:9.8?<.>;@ A;<.:>A.>@; ??=.8;?.@=> 8.=8>.8??.=8< 8=A.?:?.A<8 8.;;=.>89.;8? 9A<.?>=.>:: >>.;?@.:>: ;;9.:::.A;; 98@.9=:.A9? >?<.A@:.A<8 A@?.:;A.:<8 A<:.;?@.<@> 8=A.<;9.:=: 9<8.=;<.>@A



I!!"#$%, T&'() * &)()+,-#.$ /.& '00 1."$-&#)!
3456 3453

P&.("1-#.$ T&'$!'1-#.$ P&.("1-#.$ T&'$!'1-#.$

I!!") E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") T&'$!/)& E7,.&- I+,.&- E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") E7,#&) C'$1)0 I!!") T&'$!/)& E7,.&- I+,.&- E7,#&) C'$1)0

Wind - onshore '.#"".*#$ %!".$$# (*#."(( #.*$'.%"# ).###.#($ #.('!.)&( !"".*%! ".%'#.)&# (.'$%.*&' )$!.$#* ".'"!.(") *$#.#"' #.'$".!(% ).(*!.### #.*%*."$* ($#.")% %.*#*.#$%

Wind - offshore #%&.!*& !)*.&)% #').)## *($.'#( ).%'$.#$* )%$.#*( ).)!#.("# *%&.!(# *$.&"& ).$'(."$# (*)."!" '(*.'$( ).)$&.')% "".)'& ).'$%.$('

Wind - unknown *.""%.!## %)#.%#! %.$'!.#%& #.)('.%!! %.&((.!$" #.%"'.'(& ""#.#'* #."!#.#)" )$.)((.)!$ "$$.)*! #.))!.&(! )$.$$*.&&# #.$$&."&' )).$(!.))( ".*!).%)$ ).**$.#'" !.*#).&$"

Wind ))."!#.!"' ).%(%.*"# %."$*.)## &.!%%.%'$ )).)($.$$) )).!!(.&") ).)))."&# )!.(%'.)*# )".!('.)"* **'.)%% )).()).))* )$.*)!.#(* %.%%*.(** )!.&%).%"# )!.")%.*'( !.'#).)&' )!.*&*.'"*

Hydro/marine )'%.&((.!&( (.($(.$$" )*(.!!&.("" (*.((#.&*$ )#".&#!.(%" )'".""'.$%! )".(#'."*( )*'.&&$.%"$ !#).*#!.#*$ )(.""%.'#! )%*.&(%.%'' !!!.")).''" )$!.)"'.#)" !$&.)&%.*'! !)#.$)&.#'$ (".*#!.()( !$%.'$&.)"(

Unspecified mechanical/other !.($) !.''$ )."!%

Unspecified renewable energy ))".")# ))".")# )!%.!") !%#."*) *.%(*.$(( )$!.&$( ))$.!&* %#.$** %.)%% !#*.$!! )) )!).$("

Unspecified heat
Solar ).()!.$%* '#.$'* ).(').$$' !%.!)% *&* ).$($ &'%.#$' !)).)&& ).'#(.$&! ($(.#)* !#$."$! ).')*.$!! )$%.%() %"( %!" &#.$'# )"%.)&(

Geothermal (##.%'% )!).&*# ).&"!.#$' !."*).)&! !."*).)&! )&.!$# ).!&$.*)% )."&'.!%* )&.)(' '%%.'*" #"!.&#& )(.)') !*'.$$$ !*'.$$$ '.)'&.$""

Other !.)*".$#$ )(".$)) '.")!.'($ )(%.)$* !.&(".""$ )$.(!&.!&* &(*."$* )."$#.%!! '.$'%.'*& (!#.(*$ *'&.!*( ).**&.&*) !$%.$(& !%!.$(' (!$.%#% &#.$#( '.#!%.')*

Solid - agricultural biomass (inc. energy crops) !$(.&)# &!.)"* '#.$"& )).#&% %%.*)( ().)'# (*' )*$.*#% )(#.#*! ')" )%).%(! #*.'"$ &&.("# )'(.#)' )!'.&!* #.#&$ '%$.!"(

Solid - agricultural products (*.%)" ".!%& %).#&) !.#(' '#.**) '!.*## ".%&) )(.$** )!*.*$( ".#$$ !).%&! &.)!% !#.!## !'.&($ '".'"# ".*!& "#.!%!

Solid - renewable fuels (inc. For&Ag bp & w) *#).)!* *&.!'( &)!.$)# ).*$!.#$! ')).!&% ''&.!&% !.))! ).()%.!&) )."!*.&#$ !.$#% !.'!&.#!& ).#$#.(#% '.!**.!"% ).$!).$&* ).$!(.$#' *#.%() '.')!.''%

Solid - forestry products )."&".*&# %%$.)!# "!!.!') ).&!".($' &*!.%$& *$#."%! ((.*#$ !.$%*.)*" ).#*&.!(" !.'() ).#)$.*'% %().&*! ).)!'.)$( ).)#*.)&( ).))%.$"& !*.!!* ).)!(.!$&

Solid - forestry by-products & waste %'#.(*$ )'".)&( "&*.%)& "$&.&)* *(&.&!" *&*.&%$ (&.$($ %!(.#&* !."!'.$'" '(.)*" #*!.$#& "&".#*! ).%'(.!)& ).$(#.%(! *&'.!&# ))).*%' ).*&).%)%

Gas - landfill *&.&(% !.")) !".*#% )#(.'%& ''.(&" '#.%$) )*."!$ *$.(!) )'#.)"" )#.(#) *'.!#" ##.'*& )%".'*# ().%!* %).(#* !".(%( !*'.#!"

Gas - sewage ').#%! ').#%& !&! !&! !.##' ((.'(* )".&'% (!.%") "(( "(( ).)$#

Gas - other biogas ).$&".)(% !($.*&! "!).")' #"#."&$ '%%.$!$ #$%."!! )(#.'&% %*).%'( ).!((.''' )!!.*)$ %'".*!! #&%.(*$ ($(.)#( !#(."&! )&%.%"* *&.'!( (*!.'$#

Solid - municipal biogenic waste )."!'.!)) !)#.")* ('".&&& ).#'$."#% ).((&.)'# ).(('.$%! ''(.)!& ).&"(.*(# !.&##.'() )"!.#!& ).%$$.)#* *$'.$&) ).$''.(*& ).$'$.$"& ).))%.'!! )$".#!# !.#$*."!)

Liquid - renewable fuels (inc. Mun.waste) "*.)&' '.&)$ )#.&#" "#.*%! &*.%"! '('.$'' )*.*#' ')(.))' %%.!$) ).$'$ #&.!'# !(.($$ )*!.!'" ))'.)%% (&$.!!& ')(.(&$ '*(.$$%

Liquid - black liquor ).$)#.$($ #(.!#& ).)#).!!% '*.&&" )*%.!!* )*#.%$% ))#.&%# !**."%* )'#.$%" "##.')' "*'.%#& ("(.%$# ().$$$ &#.'&(

Solid - unspecified wood (($.#%% (*.%!( *%*.*#) !%'.*)! '!*.''' '!".*%$ ).(*" !&&.)&" '"!.$") ).(*" !!!.!'& )!'.&#( "!% )$.$$$ )$.$$$ )$.$$$

Solid - industrial & commercial waste &)&.)'& (*.&'% ).'!).%(' ).$%*.&'% '(*.(*( #().%&# !'.")# ).)$!."&$ !.$)).$!* )$.'!& ).'"'.$!! ).($(.(#' !.)%!.%$( "!'."&% "!#.((% %".&!' ).#!!.(!"

Biomass %.&)*.&$$ ).%!".&(! ".%'$.!#) *.*"*.&!% (.)$&.((% (.!!&.)($ "*#.##" &.'(&.'!( )'.)#$.(&! '(%.&$" %.&)).(&# "."$*."%! )).))#.$)" ".$!'.##$ (.**).%*( %'&.&!* )).%'$.!&"

RENEWABLE )")."*'.#&% &.'#".*'' )&#.!*&.'$) *#.*"&.%'( )"".)(%.%$( )"'."#*.#&$ )&.!%*.#!! )&*.('%.)%) !*#.)*#."$% )*.'!(.$$" !$&.)!$.%)& !#).*)).##" )!!.'*'.$"% !!%.#%".$%& !'!.&'$.%%% "$.$)*."%$ !'".'"(.)#(

NUCLEAR )'.()*.!)$ )'.()*.!)) #&%

Unknown !!*.!$' '(% '.)*( !.'!( )**.&"# '.%&' !).%#% ".$!% ').#&$ (.)!# )$.$$$ !&.('*

Solid - Unknown
Solid - Hard coal

Solid - Brown coal
Solid - Peat

Solid - Municipal solid waste !!).((" !##.'(% #!.')) )&.()$

Solid - Industrial and commercial waste "!.$## %'."%" )!.*!$ )!.*!$ ))."$% #.)*# !#.*)( ))."$% #.)*# ).$""

Liquid - Unknown ).%(' ).%('

Liquid - Crude oil
Liquid - Natural gas

Liquid - Petroleum products )&.$(# #$.**! !).")#

Gaseous - Unknown )).$"" )"* )%.$*# !.%#! )"*

Gaseous - Natural gas ).&(".*)( '(.#!' !.&('.((( !.(('.$(# '&&.*!# ("&.*!# ).'#$.#() '.*!(.#%% ).'"*."*% #.'&'.('# #."&)."(( #"$.)!* #*$.)!" *%."($

Gaseous - Coal-derived gas
Gaseous - Petroleum products
Gaseous - Municipal gas plant

Gaseous - Process gas
Heat - unknown

Heat - Process heat
FOSSIL !.#&&.#&) '(.&#% '.'#(.#*' !.(((.'*& (&$.#$% (%".''* )#.#($ ).'""."#$ !.#&&.#&) '(.&#% '.'#(.#*' !.(((.'*& (&$.#$% (%".''* )#.#($ ).'""."#$

T.-'0 8@@.9?=.8?? = ?.;<>.9<8 >88.8:8.?<A @@.;>A.>8: 899.@:?.>8; 89:.>;;.<>@ 8?.;=8.<@> 8?<.?=:.<>8 8@@.9?=.8?? = ?.;<>.9<8 >88.8:8.?<A @@.;>A.>8: 899.@:?.>8; 89:.>;;.<>@ 8?.;=8.<@> 8?<.?=:.<>8
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Forthcoming events

  2013

27-28 November Bad Nauheim, Germany AIB General Meeting

  2014

12-13 March  Luxembourg   AIB General Meeting
18-19 March Düsseldorf, Germany  RECS Market Meeting 2014
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